The Berkeley Collection
We are an ISO 9001 Registered Company and Manufacture Our Curtains using 145 gm Flame Retardant Printed Face Fabric, backed with a 2-pass Flame Retardant Blackout Lining. This gives a superb heavy-weight Curtain combined together.

**SPECIFICATION**

* 145 gm. Printed Fabric
  o BS8515 Part 3, 1991
  o BS5867 Part 2, Types B & C
* 2-pass Blackout
  o BS5867 Part 2, Type B

Our Designs were selected at the Printing Plant to ensure that colours were expertly matched.
Decco / Matrix

Decco pattern repeat  V 64 cm H 34.5 cm - drop 1/2
Matrix pattern repeat  V 32 cm H 32 cm - drop 1/1
The roomset gives an indication of the scale of the designs. The design scans are not to scale. Always refer to pattern repeats. The colours are an indication only and samples are available on request.
Oasis / Inca / Alaskan

The roomset gives an indication of the scale of the designs. The design scans are not to scale. Always refer to pattern repeats. The colours are an indication only and samples are available on request.
Oasis - Sand

Oasis pattern repeat V 64 cm H 69 cm - drop 1/2

Inca - Sand

Inca pattern repeat V 64 cm H 69 cm - drop 1/2

Alaskan - Sand

Alaskan pattern repeat V32 cm H 34,25 cm - drop 1/1
Seville

Seville - Coffee

Seville - Lime

Seville - Tangerine

Seville - Aqua

Seville pattern repeat  V 64 cm  H 57 cm - drop 1/1
Fern pattern repeat V 64cm H 34,5cm - drop 1/2

The roomset gives an indication of the scale of the designs. The design scans are not to scale. Always refer to pattern repeats. The colours are an indication only and samples are available on request.
Abstract / Matrix

Abstract - Ocean blue

Matrix - Royal blue
Abstract pattern repeat V 64 cm H 69 cm - drop 1/1
Matrix pattern repeat V 32 cm H 32 cm - drop 1/1

Abstract - Lime
Matrix - Gold
Matrix - Forest
Abstract - Rose

The roomset gives an indication of the scale of the designs. The design scans are not to scale. Always refer to pattern repeats. The colours are an indication only and samples are available on request.
The roomset gives an indication of the scale of the designs. The design scans are not to scale. Always refer to pattern repeats. The colours are an indication only and samples are available on request.